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To see a floor tiled with exquisite stones or a wall adorned with a chair rail made of marble is not an
unusual thing in those times. You may have observed a lot of tiled floors but are not familiar with a
chair rail.

A chair rail is a molding traditionally produced out of wood or marble that is secured to the walls of
the home. It's employed to stop chairs from grazing the painted or plastered walls and to provide the
walls adequate protection from scratches.

Aside from protecting your walls, chair rails on the walls of the home can give it style, class, and
elegance. You can simply find an expert to install a chair rail, but if you know your way around
carpentry tools, then chair rail installation is actually a project you can undoubtedly do yourself.
Listed here is a step-by-step guide to the chair rail installation process.

Select a chair rail that best suits your house. If youâ€™re in search of an old Roman vibe, then a marble
chair rail would be an excellent choice. As soon as you've chosen the chair rail, it is time to measure
it against the wall so you can make the required trims. You'll ought to use a level to make sure that
the chair rail has consistent height. Be mindful that once you trim a marble molding, it really is better
to cut off things slowly. Removing anything extra is less complicated to do than replacing whatâ€™s
already gone.

Right after the pieces are measured and cut, attach the chair rails to the wall using glue, and then
utilize a drill to bore holes of the same distances into each chair rail. Once a hole has been drilled,
use a pneumatic nailer to safeguard the chair rail to the wall, preferably using two Â½â€• nails. You'll
have to ensure that the heads are inset so that you can cover the nail heads with putty or caulk.
However, if youâ€™re installing a glazed travertine chair rail, you may need to cover the putty or caulk
with varnish so that you'll have a uniform sheen throughout the length of your chair rail.

Should you also plan to install mosaic tiles on your wall or floor, then you also ought to learn the
suitable way of doing it. Installing mosaic tiles will call for the use of a tile mosaic mesh to help keep
the tiles in place. If you think it will call for a great deal of time to install mosaic tiles, then you can
always employ a skilled to do it for you.
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